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ABSTRACT  

Ergonomics & worker safety are often overlooked when product quality & quantity are 
considered asprimacy in the industries. The paper ambitions to propose a design of a trolley 
used in the industries during the manufacturing process, the trolley have a multi-modification 
facility, to enhancethe quality & quantity of the manufactured goods& also to keep the 
workforce safe &healthy. In big business different operations were considered &posture 
analysis was conducted for two different work stations employing the similar material 
handling equipment. The design has two different variables, first is the rugged adjustment 
that can be made with variable heights for workstations on different platforms & the second 
is a platform loaded with self-adjusting fountain that pushing down the datum plane 
according to the heaviness of the outputs applied to it. The new proposal was grounded on 
increasing the ergonomic assessment score of about 3 by employing human manikin with 
anthropometric measurements for 50th percentile. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Material managementtools in industry is one of the vital tools at play at all stages of 
manufacturing/industrial, assembly & packaging. But material managementimplements like 
trolley are frequentlyignored in business for the reason that everyone usages it each dayin 
addition just increases manufacturing methods, automated machines, high precision & 
size[1].  

Material management equipment for instance trolleys & lubricants play a dynamic role in 
upholding the quality & accuracy of products made by progressive machinery. Herein, 
paper’sidea in big business be thereaccepted with the trolley employed for material handling 
at various workstations & its movement was monitored[2].  

The trolley is employed to transport sheet metal module to a number ofworkplacespositioned 
in the industry for numerous operations. The workspaces are designed conferring to the 
machine executing the job; also the member of staff stands on platforms at numerous heights. 
The trolley employed is of a long-lasting fixed size that lacks flexibility to provide 
accommodationsunpredictability in the height of the platforms where the worker has to 
work[3], [4].  

Because of these problems the personnel have to bend at extreme angles to reach the base of 
the trolley to keep the finished or machined product safe without damaging it. Staff have 
reported frequent severe back & neck aches. Herein, paper a novel trolley was designed to 
decrease the risk of Work-Related Musculoskeletal Disorders (WMSDs) in the industry's 
operators[5], [6]. 
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METHODOLOGY  

Figure 1. Flow diagram of adopted methodology

TROLLEY DESIGN & RESULTS OF THE DESIGN

The trolley was redesigned taking
body situation& treating the results with the 
ergonomic evaluation score should be reduced. 

The criteria are as follows:  

 Improve the posture condition 
 Live height change when the 
 Altitude change depending on the platform wher
 Treat the finished products with the utmost care to prevent damage 

finish or dimensions. 

The freshstrategy of the trolley was 
measurements are assumed according to the 50
Indian Anthropometric data. The 3
the toolsverified.  

The computation of force of the springs
software employed to calculate an ergonomic rating score. 
simulation software environment. The new analysis report gave an ergonomic 
as "3" for an employee's position with the new trolley. 

 

. Flow diagram of adopted methodology 

& RESULTS OF THE DESIGN 

taking in attentionfor the objective of optimizing the 
treating the results with the ultimate care. The design should be so large that 

ergonomic evaluation score should be reduced.  

Improve the posture condition & the ergonomic evaluation score should be reduced. 
Live height change when the goods are hosted into the trolley or when exported. 
Altitude change depending on the platform where the operators are standing. 
Treat the finished products with the utmost care to prevent damage from surface

of the trolley was preparedemploying a 3D modeling instrument&
according to the 50th percentile of the inhabitants& 

Indian Anthropometric data. The 3-D model was then assembled via the identical

of force of the springs was accomplished& then applied to 
to calculate an ergonomic rating score. Figure 2displays the model in a 

simulation software environment. The new analysis report gave an ergonomic 
as "3" for an employee's position with the new trolley.  

 

of optimizing the machinist's 
care. The design should be so large that 

tion score should be reduced.  
the trolley or when exported.  

e the operators are standing.  
from surface/exterior 

instrument& the 
 referenced to 

identical machine & 

then applied to imitation 
the model in a 

simulation software environment. The new analysis report gave an ergonomic ranking score 
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Figure 2.  Manikin and trolley in simulation software environment

This score is based on no neck bending, no stock bending and no legs be
operating over center line and a load of 0.5kg are applied again. The new assessment score 
showed an improvement in the situation 
comparison of the indicators is presented

Figure 3.   Comparisons of ergonomic assessment scores

CONCLUSION  

The new trolley design capable of rugged 
substantialperfections in body position. Also the 
assistance to keep up the feature
body position will assistance
efficiency/performance&efficientlydecrease
once manufactured/fabricated &employed
quality & quantity of merchandises
overall performance/efficiency of the business 
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Manikin and trolley in simulation software environment 

This score is based on no neck bending, no stock bending and no legs bending. The arms 
center line and a load of 0.5kg are applied again. The new assessment score 

showed an improvement in the situation & thus reduced the risk of injury to staff. The 
presented in Figure 3further down. 

Comparisons of ergonomic assessment scores 

The new trolley design capable of rugged & refined adjustment is capable of showing 
in body position. Also the characteristics of the new 

feature of the finished merchandises as they are made. 
assistance the machinistsaccomplish with abundantgreater

efficientlydecrease the machine idle time. The new/novel
/fabricated &employed in the industry will improve operat

merchandises. The new design of material management will 
of the business & in the long run will also rise the profits.
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